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My name is Ailsa Matilda Whatley, I am now 3.5 years old
and my story starts way before I was born.

In 2013 Mummy and Daddy decided that they wanted to start a family and after a
year of nothing happening, Mummy decided that she should get checked out. 

It was another long year of Mummy being tested before
any treatment could be given, but finally mummy had tried all

the medications available and was told in in April 2018 that she could have IVF.
Mummy and Daddy went to the clinic to have me implanted. The next 2 weeks were long

as they had to wait to see if I was going to stick around.
Mummy and Daddy couldn't believe

their eyes when a double line appeared on the pregnancy test from
the clinic. They knew they loved me already.

there were plenty of scares along the way, but Mummy and Daddy were released
back to the NHS when Mummy was 8 weeks pregnant,

although sadly it wasn't plain sailing. At 12 weeks Mummy was diagnosed
with Gestational Diabetes and had to self-inject insulin, struggle with

sugar intake and with balancing enough energy
and nutrition for me with limiting her carbohydrate intake. After several months

of this she thought she had had enough of the needles with the IVF, but no such luck

By the 22 week scan the sonographer picked up what she thought
was a cyst brought on by the IVF.

She was sent to a consultant and scanned again at 23 weeks, by which time
the cyst had grown exponentially to 12x12x10cm. By this time Mummy was

back in hospital as she had a bladder and bowel blockage,
at which point she was advised

that they could operate on the cyst whilst pregnant,
but they risked losing me. Both Mummy and Daddy declined this and opted

to see if it would get better of its own accord. At this point Mummy was
under a specialist who didn't like

the look of the cyst which was growing at such a fast rate.
Once her bowels and bladder were working again, Mummy was allowed home and
I continued to grow, alongside a cyst and with a diabetic Mummy and stressed-out

Daddy to contend with.   Mummy was having lots of symptoms like bloating, rapid size
changes and tiredness but put it down to the pregnancy.

She was regularly being scanned
to check on the growth. At this point she was advised to have an

MRI scan (although it could have
been harmful to me) to see what was going on. The consultant and Mummy

and Daddy decided to hold fire for a couple more weeks.
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When Mummy was admitted for intensive chemotherapy on 7th January 2019,
I was just 4 weeks old. Mummy's chemotherapy then

started, and she had to stay in London every other week until
April 24th 2019, with Daddy and

sometimes me going up and down to see her and support her. 
She has missed a huge chunk of me growing up, but thankfully she now

has the all-clear and is now in remission. 

By 32 weeks Mummy started to have labour pains, so she phoned Daddy at work,
and they went to the hospital on 29th November 2018;

little did they know they would finally get to leave as a family of three.
Mummy was advised that as the cyst was now so large

(30 cm by 30cm by 30cm roughly) that
she would need to have an emergency C Section on 6th December

2018 (my birthday).
They would perform the C Section then put Mummy under a

general anaesthetic and remove the cyst,
whilst looking for signs of other complications.

Mummy and Daddy went through to theatre, and I was delivered at 34 weeks,
weighing a hefty 5 lb 6oz. Mummy says it was a magical experience,

although she was then put under and had major surgery.
I was whisked off to SCBU as I was having difficulty breathing and Daddy was

left with me. I met all my grandparents but hadn't yet had much to do
with my Mummy. Daddy told me that Mummy was in High Dependency

Unit, and it would be a while before I met her.
Daddy spent all his time rushing between SCBU and HDU and bringing me the

much-needed breast milk, but I could sense that Daddy was stressed and
scared for me and Mummy…. And he even had to go to A&E with chest pains

during all this.

The consultant came to see Mummy and confirmed the devastating
news that it was cancer, but a rare form which he couldn't deal

with. He therefore referred her to Leicester,
who in turn said that it was too rare for them to deal and so sent

her to (the amazing) Professor Seckl in Charing Cross hospital.
He finally managed to diagnose her with three forms of extremely

rare ovarian cancers which had begun to spread.

So… this is our way of saying thank you to the people who helped save my
life and the life of my Mummy, as without them we wouldn't be here at all. 

Through Ailsa's Aim we began by raising funds to help people from all aspects
of our journey and to help the staff who work tirelessly to make sure that the three

of us can enjoy the time we have together. 
Since then, we have developed into a busy little charity, working with hospitals, clinics,

schools, community centres, care organisations and other charities
across several counties and regions,

to provide essential care packs for those people affected
by unexpected cancer, neonatal special care and other associated diagnoses.
We have developed a range of quality care packs and seasonal or special gifts

for beneficiaries with different needs and we have a wonderful team of volunteers,
trustees and associates working unpaid every day to source, prepare and deliver

our packs and organise, attend and promote community fundraising events!

Love, Ailsa Matilda Whatley xxx


